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Erotic Fiction
Often taboo, sometimes enticing, rarely boring, explore the world of erotic fiction.
Compiled by: Keith C.

Delta of Venus
Anais Nin
Nin
This is a collection of short stories which explore the ultimate in sexual possibilities from a
female angle.

Dirty Old Men and Other Stories
Omar Tyree
Tyree
A collection of fifteen stories about aging African American men and the adventures that they
want-and often have-with younger women.

Lolita
Vladimir Nabokov
Nabokov
A novel that studies the moral disintegration of a man whose obsessive desire to possess his
step-daughter destroys the lives of those around him.

Nauti Deceptions
Lora Leigh
Leigh
Caitlyn's dreams to be a teacher are shattered when she was framed in an Internet sex
scandal. Can Sheriff Zeke get her to drop her defenses-- and give in to desire?

The Happy Hooker: My Own Story
Xaviera Hollander
306.742 Ho
Xaviera Hollander has been writing a Penthouse column for 30 years. She chronicled her life
as a "high-class New York madam" in 1972's The Happy Hooker: My Own Story, which now
returns to print.

Truth or Dare
Lori Foster
Foster
Truth Or Dare Satisfy Me Asia Michaels and her friends find themselves tantalized by a quiet
new arrival in their small town?and by its possibilities. One thing leads to another as truth
leads to dare, and Asia?s in the arms of a man who gives her answers to all of the questions
she could never ask.

Tuesday Erotica Club
L. B. Kovetz
Ko
The club in question comprises four bored women working in a law firm who meet over lunch
to share naughty bits from their own writing?barely erotic, poorly written passages that often
devolve into sub?Sex and the City patter.

Yield
Lee Houck
Houck
A spiritually tormented hustler searches for salvation in Houck's moving debut. After gay
New York City hustler Simon and his friend Louis get savagely beaten, Louis turns into a
hermit and Simon fills with an inexpressible rage that he tries to tamp down with a chain of
empty sexual encounters.
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